ABSTRACT
The total number of words is 7,417 (6,167 words + 2 figures + 3 tables). to transit stations, Park (11) yielded that better walkability increases the probability for transit users 13 choosing walk instead of driving to the stations. The BE factors that these studies take into account 14 are, however, not complete enough. A more comprehensive analysis on the relationship between 15 BE and the first-and last-mile travel behavior can hardly be found. 
Household Interview Travel Survey

11
HITS is a paper-based household survey conducted every five years with a special focus on travel Cervero (7), the BE impact is often studied in the neighborhood or activity center level in the 42 literature. Thus, these divisions are reasonable for the BE variables calculation.
43
In this study, four "D" indicators are used to represent the BE: density, design, diversity, 44 and distance to transit (3). = / , where = population density, = population in the residential area, = area of residential land-use in a MTZ.
Employment density
Employment per residential square meter.
= / , where = employment density, = total employment available in the economic activity area, = area of economic activity land-use in a MTZ. In Singapore, walk and bus are the two major travel modes for the first-and last-mile trips. The ML model is a highly flexible model that allows for estimating the random taste According to the classic theory of ML modelling estimation (26, 30, 31), the probability of 10 individual choosing travel mode can be expressed as:
where:
12 is the vectors of coefficients which combines ′ and ′ ;
13 is the probability for individual choosing mode , simulated by taking draws of and 14 from the density ( ), which is assumed to be normal distribution in this study;
15 is the number of available alternatives for the individual.
16
Since we focus on the impact of BE and aim to improve the estimation efficiency of the proposed 17 model, the taste variation of sociodemographic variables and ASCs are not measured in this study.
18
For analysis purpose, aggregate elasticity is often used to summarize the impact of an 
24 is the number of samples. 
The models were estimated in pythonbiogeme with 1,000 random draws (32). The base 2 category of the model is walk and all other modes are studied in comparison with it. Some variables 3 described in the previous section were dropped from the final model due to the fact that they were 4 found to be insignificant in explaining mode choice or were highly correlated with variables that 5 were eventually included in the model. If two variables are highly correlated, the selection of 6 variables is based on the goodness-of-fit and the sensitivity of policy, that is, we opted to keep 7 variables that are explanatory and constructive for policy. the importance of BE impact in addition to the trip-specific and sociodemographic variables.
As in Table 3 .1(a), the signs of all coefficients are consistent with the assumed effects. The
19
ASC of bus (-9.510) is less than walk (fixed to 0), which suggests the negative preference on bus.
20
Comparing with trip-specific and BE variables, sociodemographic variables have little effect on 21 the first-and last-mile modal choice, which implies that the impact of self-selection could be minor.
22
It is found that one with commuting purpose (e.g. work and education) is more likely to choose on the utility of bus and LRT modes, which suggests that the high land use mix will encourage 31 more people to walk. This finding corresponds to the previous study (14) . 
CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
38
The paper studies the impacts of BE on first-and last-mile travel mode choice based on the discrete 39 choice model. We select Singapore as a case study. 23,941 observations of first-and last-mile trips 40 were extracted from the HITS database. The BE factors were quantified using the four "D" 
